A2
Assessing confinement environment stress using fNIRS Christina-Sylvia Andrea 1 , Yuichi Oi Vitamin D or calciferol, is a fat-soluble vitamin. It is known as a sunshine vitamin. It consists of a group of fat-soluble compounds (more than ten), the most important of which are, vitamin D 2 or ergocalciferol and vitamin D 3 or cholecalciferol. Vitamin D is produced endogenously in the skin from sun exposure sunlight (UVB) or obtained from food group's supplements but is also widely used for the treatment and prevention of hypovitaminosis D (mainly D 2 ). Vitamin D deficiency has been recognized as a pandemic with a myriad of health consequences. It has been associated with mental disorders and derives from decreased sun exposure but it is also associated with other factors. Vitamin D, in its biologically active form 1, 25(OH) 2 Over the past 25 years, a number of reports have suggested that Vitamin D has been expanded beyond its effects on calcium metabolism, and research evidence in the last 10 years indicates its function as a potent neurosteroid. In particular, vitamin D, with its most correct conceptual use as a hormone, has been thought to affect brain growth due to its antioxidant activity and its effect: a) on cell differentiation b) on cytokine regulation c) neurotransmitter synthesis d) expression of neurotrophic factor (BDNF) e) and expression of genes/proteins involved in differentiation, metabolism and neuronal structure. In addition to its neuroprotective action, the growing literature of recent years associates its deficiency with psychotic disorders and manifestations. This association is reinforced by preclinical indications, which point out the role of vitamin D deficiency in dopaminergic activity as well as in neuronal differentiation and cerebral structure and function. Vitamin D is a new field of research, regarding psychotic disorders and manifestations. From the literature review is indicated that clinician should take into consideration vitamin D status.
A4
New methods to assess the correlation between reward system and chronic fatigue in patients on chronic hemodialysis Michela Balconi 1, 2 , Daniela De Filippis 1, 2 , Laura Angioletti 1, 2 , Maurizio Bossola Background: One of the most frequently observed clinical manifestation in patients with kidney disease on chronic hemodialysis (HD) treatment is fatigue, a complex symptom that deeply affects their quality of life [1] . Research suggested that fatigue is associated to chronic inflammation and disfunction of the basal ganglia, leading to an alteration of reward processes, in chronic patients [2] . Recently, there is a growing interest in finding new methods and perspectives to assess these dimensions in chronic populations. For this reason, this study aimed to examine the correlation between fatigue and motivational systems in HD patients.
Materials and methods:
To assess the effect of fatigue on motivational and physical aspects, the Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS) was applied to a total of ninety-four hemodialysis patients. While the Behavioural Activation System (BAS) and Behavioural Inhibition System (BIS) Scale was administered to measure their mechanisms of reward, that predispose to activation or inhibition of action. Finally, State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI-Y) and Beck Depression Inventory (BDI-II) were used to detect the presence of anxiety and depression. Results: FSS score was significantly higher in patients with high BIS Z-score than in patients with low and medium BIS Z-score. Conversely, all BIS Z-score groups of patients showed similar BDI and STAI-Y1/Y2 scores. Finally, the correlation between BIS and FSS score was found to be significant. Conclusions: Globally, these findings suggest a correlation between fatigue symptoms and the behavioral inhibition system that, within the motivational mechanisms, is related to the inhibition of action with possible consequences on patients' engagement. Background: There have been several randomised controlled trials attempting to determine whether repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) can help treat OCD. Some have reported that rTMS is effective, whereas others have not. To present and discuss a meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials to date with regards to the treatment of OCD with rTMS with a specific aim of attempting to determine the factors that may be associated with a positive treatment response. Materials and methods: After a systematic literature review, results of treatment trials using rTMS for OCD were subjected to meta-analysis. In order to determine specific factors that may have influenced success rates, studies were analysed according to high or low frequency rTMS, anatomical sites of stimulation and length of follow-up. Results: There have been 18 randomised controlled trials attempting to determine whether repetitive transcranial stimulation (rTMS) can help treat OCD. Overall, they showed a modest effect in reducing Y-BOCS scores with an odd ratio of treatment response of 0.23 (95% CI 0.12-0.43, p < 0.001). Low frequency (< 1 Hz) rTMS appeared more effective than high frequency (> 5 Hz) rTMS. Stimulation of the supplementary motor area appeared more effective than stimulation over the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. Results were better at 3 months follow-up than at 4 weeks follow-up. There was no publication bias. Conclusions: The use of rTMS as an adjunctive treatment for OCD requires further investigation with this meta-analysis indicating that the low frequency rTMS and stimulation of the supplementary motor area might be more effective strategies. The study also suggests that a longer follow up period, e.g. 3 months after treatment might be better for patients with OCD.
A7 Examining the role of repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (RTMS) for the treatment of obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD)-a meta-analysis

A8
Young smokers' emotional self-perceived voice level: in depth data analysis of administered voice handicap index Evangelia I. Kosma 1, 2 , Dionysios Tafiadis 3 , Spyridon K. Chronopoulos 4, 5 translated version of Voice Evaluation Template (VET) and the standardized Hellenic version of Voice Handicap Index (VHI). Results: Smokers had a significant higher VHI-E (U = 1799.000, P < .001) compared to non-smokers. Similarly, male smokers' results exhibited significant differences compared to non-smokers' VHI-E (U = 442.500, P < .001). Similarly, female smokers showed higher emotional score in comparison to non-smokers (U = 426.000, P = .000). The smokers' subgroup (in all comparisons) exhibited the higher achieved scores. Conclusions: It seems (based on VHI's items) that the smokers in comparison to non-smokers are in greater stress condition and discomfort which in turn pushes their self-esteem in lower levels while it increases their feelings of shame. Moreover it appears that smokers receive the irritated behavior of others as they do not comprehend the voice problem of smokers [1] [2] [3] [4] . Moreover the others probably do not understand the smokers' condition and eventually do not express empathy towards them. The smokers' low selfesteem in conjunction to being not accepted (social exclusion) by the non-smokers affect their everyday life while reducing their social contacting. In turn, this condition increases the time of isolation and consequently the risk of imminent depression and anxiety disorders.
Background: Various therapies of voice disorders exist such as the kind of invasive treatments. On the contrary, a significant non-invasional method, demanding only the physical exercise of the subject, is Tango Voice Treatment Method [1] . Its beneficial results constitute this voice therapy as a standalone procedure even without hydration (not a strong factor). This research prolongs the beneficial results of this method by checking the emotional effects by administering Voice Handicap Index (VHI) [2] [3] . These effects are directly associated with voice disorders and they include stress, emotional, or personality factors. It is well-known that emotional distress maybe related to voice disorders through a vicious cycle without distinguishing between them the cause and the result [4] . Materials and methods: In this study fifty-two adults (22 dancers and 30 non-dancers) were recruited. All participants had no former history of ENT (Ear-Nose-Throat) disorders or had former history of at least 2 weeks before enrolment while the environmental living, working or physical conditions were not prohibited relevant to affecting their voice condition. Tango dancers were considered the individuals with at least two dance sessions per week for 1 year. As for the control group, its participants never danced. All subjects filled in the Voice Evaluation Template (VET) and the Hellenic Voice Handicap Index (VHI) [5] [6] [7] . Results: Non-dancers had a significant higher VHI-Emotional score (U = 192.500, P = .001) compared to tango dancers. Similarly, the female non-dancers exhibited significant differences compared to dancers VHI-E (U = 38.000, P < .001). Likewise, by comparing all divided subgroups according to gender, statistical significant changes were calculated relevant to VHI-Emotional scores (H(3) = 7.657, P < .050). Also, the previous results were similar to the case of male non-dancers who had higher emotional score in comparison to tango dancers (U = 55.500, NS) and this result was not statistically significant. In general, the non-dancer subgroup (in all comparisons) exhibited the higher achieved scores.
Conclusions:
The Tango dancers in comparison to non-dancers exhibited better emotional condition which could be consisted of three significant beneficial categories. The first category is related to lower stress levels, lower discomfort and shame during the communication procedure with others. The second beneficial category is related to a more positive behavior from others towards Tango dancers. The third beneficial category is the enhanced social contacting in conjunction to the reduced anxiety in Tango dancers' voice. In conclusion, the overall benefits are prominent for the emotional voice status of the subjects under Tango Voice Treatment Method.
Background:
In recent years, the usefulness of Green Technology along with the implementation of advanced wireless technologies led scientists towards investigating the effects of this advanced Green Technology to Human Resources. A large number of surveys have investigated the impact, of working conditions inside conventional buildings, on health, productivity, and job satisfaction. This research "stream" have led to the green revolution. Insufficient Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ) has been shown to be the cause or the burden of a pre-existing physical illness such as a respiratory problem (asthma, infections and allergic rhinitis), musculoskeletal problems, and tendency towards psychological effects (cognitive impairment, depression, anxiety, vocal disorders) [1] [2] [3] . Labor absence and productivity decrease are related to the aforementioned problems, while the lack of job satisfaction is often referred to as a consequence. Consequently this research is intended to discover the beneficial effects to Greek Human Resources from utilizing Green Office Buildings.
Materials and methods:
The following proposed research protocol is comprised of 30 employees working in a conventional building located in a Greek area. The sample does not include people such as smokers, asthmatics, people with known depression or anxiety disorder, and people with chronic illnesses. The first phase of the survey will be conducted by studying the employees during their work hours in a conventional building for a period of 3 weeks, while in the second phase, the workers will move in a green building to work for the same number of weeks. The following tools will be used such as demographics acquisition which will be filled in through a new questionnaire (applicable only in the first stage), the physical condition of employees that will be assessed using the Sick Building Syndrome (SBS) questions, the psychological condition with the use of Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Well-Being Scale (WEMWBS), the job satisfaction with the Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire-MSQ and the Occupational Stress Inventory-Revised/OSI-R. Employees' productivity will be measured with the use of produced reports by their supervisors in both stages of the survey. In addition, it is proposed to use a sensor package including a Netatmo Weather Station and a portable measuring device such as Smart Watch. The measurement will include at least skin temperature and conductance, heart pulse, acceleration and oxygen saturation, while the Netatmo will measure temperature, humidity, CO2 concentrations and sound levels in dB on a regular basis.
Results:
The methods that will be used will include probably t-tests in order to examine differences inside the worker' group of Green Building and the control group (working in a typical building). As the sample will be of small size, Kruskal-Wallis tests will be employed as they are the most appropriate for these occasions. Additionally, MannWhitney U tests will compare the two groups relevant to a same collection data type. It is expected that employees working in a green building will exhibit increased productivity, reduced work-absences, and at the same time they will improve any physical problems or eliminate psychological problems which emerge from the working conditions inside a conventional building. Conclusions: Alteration of working environmental conditions can affect positively the physical and psychological health of workers. The later has been shown by various surveys which they have compared the green buildings with conventional buildings. This study wants to confirm the aforementioned in the case of our already developed protocol named as Reduced Ecological Footprints of Modern Facilities (REFF) [4] .
of Green Buildings (LEED-Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design). This preliminary work is intended to find the best match between Habitants (or Workers) and Green Buildings based on an already proposed Protocol named as REFF (Reduced Ecological Footprints of Modern Facilities) [1] . Materials and methods: This work will firstly focus on the needed conditions in order to obtain a health green environment which should be consisted of nine fundamental elements which are proposed in [2] . These will include high quality of air quality (Indoor Air Quality-IAQ), the use of proper ventilation, thermal health, high water quality, minimized moisture, safety and security, reduced noise, proper lighting (frequencies below 100 Hz are prohibited) and absence of dust. Secondly our already constructed protocol of REFF [1] will be applied and readjusted relevant to the aforementioned. Then, 40 people will be tested into various green environments inside the same LEED Building (for 2 weeks) while using various personality tests [3] and productivity measurements in order to construct a map of Green Environment to Character Correspondence named as GEtoBCC. After this procedure, an electronic questionnaire will be constructed which will primarily be constituted of nine parts. Each part will correspond to one of the nine fundamental elements in conjunction to REFF. The Smart Logic will be based on Python, HTML and/or MATLAB code in order to rearrange the questionnaire relevant to each personality. This will conclude into better foreseeing the proper environment for each Habitant/Worker. Results: Twenty people (10 men and 10 women) along with a control group of twenty people (10 men and 10 women) will be tested under different green environmental conditions. The control group will correspond to people working in a typical conventional building. In general, smokers will be excluded from the sample [4] [5] [6] and thus it will probably be split into independent subgroups relevant to character correspondence [3] . Consequently ANOVA will be employed in order to compare the unrelated "character" groups. In turn, and if the distribution of different populations is normal, a t-test will be used to compare each population with the mean of the control group. Then, Kruskal-Wallis tests will be conducted as they are the most appropriate for such small samples exhibiting exceptional results. Also, in the occasion of skewed variables, Mann-Whitney U tests will compare the different "character" groups relevant to a same data type collection. It is expected that the different "character" groups will interact differently inside altered green environments. This will help scientists, ranging from engineers to psychologists and other clinicians, to find and determine a viable solution relevant to the proper correspondence of population to various types of green buildings. Conclusions: This work is focused on the construction of a new questionnaire named as SLEGPHQ in conjunction to the rules proposed by REFF protocol [1] . This electronic questionnaire will be selfadaptive to different types of answers and consequently will lead to the proper estimation of the appropriate "character" corresponding to the compatible LEED Building. If the aforementioned tactics will be employed in the case of people being moved at LEED Buildings then the final resulting populations of these facilities will be cohesive and will act towards the best possible maintenance of the new micro-environment.
Ethics Approval: The study was approved by the Ethical Committee of Department of Speech Language Therapy (School of Health and Welfare Professions) TEI of Epirus Consent to publish: Informed consent to publish has been obtained from each participant.
A12
The impact of green systems and signals on the health of green residences' habitants Evangelia I. Kosma 1, 2 , Spyridon K. Chronopoulos 3, 4 , Dionysios Tafiadis Background: The promotion of green growth has been a strategy for developed countries by improving the energy performance of residences. This tendency will help towards overcoming the continuously increasing greenhouse effect because the contribution of typical residences to the production of air pollutants is extremely high. Housing conditions (indoor air quality, building and furnishing materials, noise, humidity, temperature, lighting, dust, tobacco, chemical cleaners) have been a forming factor of the physical and mental health of residents. The proposed survey aims to investigate the impact of Green Residences on the physical and psychological health of their occupants. The design of these residences will include REFF Protocol [1] . This investigation will be focused on correlating the Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ) with the residents' health and quality of life. Materials and methods: The sample of the proposed research will include 30 families (adults with children) living in conventional houses and 30 families living at least 1 year in green houses in the Greek area. Adults and children with chronic illnesses such as asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, allergies, mental health problems, and Sick Building Syndrome (SBS) symptoms will be included in the survey to assess their burden or health improvement according to their living conditions over the past year. All kind of smokers and people with voice disorders will be excluded from this research [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . In the proposed research protocol, the following questionnaires will be included: The demographics of the participants will be filled in an impromptu questionnaire, the physical condition will be evaluated with the Sick Building Syndrome Questions and additionally will be recorded in a self-improvised questionnaire concerning the past year, the Psychological condition will be recorded with the Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Well-Being Scale (WEMWBS) and the quality of life with the SF-36 Health Profile. Results: Green residences are expected to greatly outperform conventional ones over time as they offer improved living conditions, superior electronic micro-environmental systems and at the same time low radiation sources (e.g. Wireless devices with adaptable and extremely low energy transmitted signals). In particular, we predict that residents of green houses will experience lower incidence of symptoms such as sick building syndrome (dizziness, headaches, nausea, coughing, tiredness, nosebleeds, breathing problems, blurred vision, wheezing, sneezing, ear infection, skin rashes). Additionally, it is quite likely that chronic conditions, such as asthma (in adults and children), chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, allergies and cardiovascular problems, will show a remission in the symptoms. In addition, residents of green houses will outperform in mental and neurological health [7] [8] [9] . The corresponding levels are intertwined with the quality of life's index which is expected to exhibit a high score. Conclusions: Green residences sustain living conditions which promote the health of the beneficiaries and, in particular, appear to have a positive effect on the physical and mental health of their occupants, while improving their quality of life. Background: Green residences are known for their innovative character towards living conditions and low energy emissions. Their reduced ecological footprints design is not only limited to aforementioned but also include the construction of better environmental spaces and conditions even through transforming conventional buildings. Moreover, the psychological factor plays an important role in redefying and updating the already developed green logic. If we concentrate into implementing an evolutionary smart talking environment then we should also take into account the proper voice characteristics, expressions and time length of voice announcements or interaction. Especially, the robotic voice should exhibit "empathy" towards the needs of the "green habitant". Consequently, this scheme has the purpose of redefining the proper communication mechanisms that should be applied on already developed voice hardware which are intended for smart green residences. This scheme is compliant with an already developed protocol named as Reduced Ecological Footprints of Modern Facilities REFF [1] .
Materials and methods:
The primary purpose of this study is to place the proper foundations for designing a scheme which will include step by step information for constructing a voice protocol. This protocol includes 10 rules to be applied, even in already constructed systems. The first rule is the ability of the system to self-adapt in the presence of a human. This self-adaptation needs the implementation of microcameras along with microphones. The first rules' function will be to monitor continuously the human habitant (in the field of vision of each device). This will help each Digital Processing System (incorporated in every system) or a general monitoring system to quick adapt to the subject's emotional status. This will include the proper adaptation of robotic speech and of the optional emoticons' projection on the screen of the smart device (e.g. refrigerator, washing machine, etc.). The 2nd rule is the adaptation of the robotic voice pitch. E.g. higher pitch would be more emotional. If a bad habitant's condition is sensed, then the pitch (0-100) of the robot should be lower in order not to trigger further emotional burden. In this occasion, the voice will be perceived as less pleasant but will empower the habitant through its stronger perceived personality. Normal pitch has a mean value of 50, while the lower pitch exhibits a flat and monotonically observed sound [2] . The 3rd rule takes into consideration other variables such as volume, timbre and speech rate which their proper adjustment will lead to a more empathetic or non-empathetic robotic voice. The 4th rule will include the proper selection of gender's (female, male) or a child's voice (the latter only in the case of addressing to young children). Especially the last case of the robotic child's voice will help towards avoiding accidents and towards the proper learning process of hazards. The robotic child's voice and the proper figure projections on a screen will act in a mimetic manner from the child's aspect towards avoiding the danger (primary prevention) in the case of an imminent misuse of an electric appliance inside a Green Residence. The 5th rule is specialized into creating a more humorous character when other rules won't have the expected impact. The recommended type of humor as declared in [2] is the "innocent humor" which is definitely inoffensive. This type of self-adaptation will be furthermore empathetic and at the same time will try to pass in the mind of the habitant the key points towards avoiding dangers. In turn, this robotic behavior could help also the better social interaction of the habitant as it will improve his/hers mood. The 6th rule incorporates the feedback function which will be a common feature in all smart devices. The feedback function will transport in high data rates the information relevant to the mood of the habitant and other vital information to the next near device. Consequently, all devices will cooperate for the best possible safety even with the use of voice scenarios cooperation. This will be consisted of various types of voices when the system perceives high imminent danger. Network support should also be enabled in order to alert public health services of primary health care. The 7th rule contains update capabilities in order for the smart devices to be promptly reinforced with up-to-date voice functions. The 8th rule contains identification of voice disorder protocols. This function also includes conducting in parallel a minor psychological evaluation for prompting the habitant with proper counselling towards addressing to primary health care services. The 9th rule will include an advanced disguised protocol which will use Voice Handicap Index (VHI) for further obtaining the screening status of the habitants. The domains of VHI consist of the physical, functional and emotional parameters [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The 10th rule consists of quick logical decisions in order to identify and act rapidly in times of situations beyond danger (E.g. Sudden events such as quick escalated fire). The voice then becomes monotonic with low pitch, high volume and mean speech rate while system uses all available devices to quickly help the habitant to abandon the residence or green facility through voice commands.
Results: Fifty people (25 men and 25 women) constituting a typical group of subjects without any kind of clinical disorders will be recruited in order to participate in all 10-different kind of scenarios (character variations) inside a building complying to REFF Protocol [1] . Consequently, 10 independent groups will be formed which will participate only in one different scenario. This will certify that the answers in an impromptu questionnaire will be independent of comparison. The employed statistical strategies will include the correlation of same and different parameters inside the 10 different experiments. Also, Wilcoxon signed rank test in order to detect differences in ratings between the ten different scenarios. Moreover, Kruskal-Wallis tests will be applied being the most appropriate for such small samples. Also, if applicable, the Mann-Whitney U tests will compare the different "character" groups to a same data type collection. It is expected that people when annoyed will react efficiently in the presence of empathetic voice. Moreover, females will react differently to female empathetic voices as in [2] . This probably will show that female participants want more professionalism or probably a male voice instead of a female.
Conclusions:
This research is a part of the construction of an enlarged protocol which will be generalized for all green buildings. Specifically, the "voice interaction" is a significant part of the Green environment as it humanizes the green technological environment offering more safety and better correspondence even to various types of habitants [8] [9] . Also, an important factor is utilized which is the application of Primary Health Care. This idea also could be applied to "small talking places" in the dimension of ATMs inside Hospitals, Schools and Public Services. Background: Throughout the history of e-learning, the people with disabilities had to face a lot of omissions relevant to every aspect of their learning procedure [1] . These problems ranged from improper web designed pages to the improper way of confronting these types of our fellow citizens. This research takes into consideration the need for radical changes into e-learning process and especially the need for breakthrough changes towards e-class design while it introduces a new way for assessing people and especially patients suffering from severe psychological problems. The latter could be accomplished by properly calibrating the innovative e-class environment (by an Artificial Intelligent System) through audiovisual and self-perceived measurements [2] . These measurements could be split into various matrix-based robotic decisions for properly estimating the condition of a person interacting with the e-class environment. This in turn will not only benefit the final user from the aspect of best e-learning but also to properly warn him/her for potential psychological problems that could be addressed with the use of a clinician (E.g. Ophthalmologist, Psychiatrist, Psychologist, Speech Language Therapist, etc.). Also, the proposed system could be part of an advanced scheme such as the Reduced Ecological Footprints of Modern Facilities REFF [3] .
Materials and methods:
The research is focused on a protocol which introduces the way of designing and constructing a viable smart e-learning environment. Moreover, this protocol is so flexible that it can be implemented in a large variety of applications and systems.
It consists of two parts. The first part describes the needed hardware along with the imminent rules of designing the proposed e-learning system. The second part is relevant to the proper mathematical conditions in order the system to behave autonomously. Specifically, the first part has two protocols (P1 and P2). The P1 dictates the use of a micro system including seamless video and audio capturing. The specifications include a very high resolution micro-camera and an audio system with sophisticated filtering capable of distinguishing several voice streams among a complicated audio sample. The P2 is relevant to the Digital Processing System (DSP) which recognizes every body movement and expression in order to analyze primarily the psychological and even the clinical condition if the latter is possible. The e-learning system exhibits a self-guided behavior. It auto arranges based on the type of the trainee's character, disability or even his/hers psychological condition. Typical population will confront a screen split into two sides. In one side the video lecture of the trainer will be shown while in the other side various digital notes will be displayed. The system will react to the psychological condition of the trainee and it will sometimes focuses to one of the two displayed sides-parts. Nevertheless, if the trainees are individuals with disabilities then the system environment will radically change. E.g. A deaf person will see a screen with the trainer communicating in sign language while notes will be displayed with enlarged fonts. The procedure will be conducted automatically by the system based on its sensors. During also the whole training procedure various popup messages will interact with the trainee using artificial intelligence logic. The second part is relevant to the mechanism of the system's decisions. This mechanism includes matrices which have at least four elements which are named as C1 ("advantageous decision"), C2 ("others' effect"), C3 ("disadvantageous decision"), and C4 ("psychological value"). All their values are expressed in 10-points scale. C1 corresponds to a soft decision (0-10) relevant to the righttaken decision, C2 and C4 correspond again to a soft decision (ranging from − 10 to 10). C2 and C4 correspond to the user's contribution to the final system's decision and to the psychological condition. E.g. If C2 < 0 then the person has a negative psychological condition and vice versa. If C4 < 0 then the person has a strong effect to the system while else, the person has a weak effect. Finally, the C3 factor takes always positive values and it corresponds to the false-taken decision. With the proper algorithmic application of the aforementioned factors, the e-learning system will adapt while it could determine one's mood or psychological condition. Results: A small sample consisted of 60 people (30 men and 30 women) and a control group of 20 people (10 men and 10 women) will be tested in using the proposed system. Prior to testing procedure, the participants will be asked to fill in the SCL-90-R questionnaire in order to be determined their current psychological condition. After the procedure, the participants will be asked again to fill in two questionnaires. These two impromptu questionnaires will examine firstly the satisfaction from using the proposed system (questionnaire 1) and secondly the distant learner's satisfaction (questionnaire 2) [4] . The statistical evaluation methods will include various tests such as Wilcoxon signed rank test in order to define the differences between various detected groups of psychological conditions and Mann-Whitney U for finding the differences of all groups compared to the control group. Also, depending on the type of distribution, other tests will be conducted such as t-test, Anova and cluster analysis [5] [6] . Generally, a predicted result would be the higher efficiency in working with such an e-learning system along with revitalizing the will to study more.
Conclusions:
The proposed research is multidimensional as it has 3 goals to accomplish. The first goal is the appropriate protocols to be applied in order the system to be consisted of the needed hardware. Then the system should be well designed in order the e-learning system to be self-adaptable to various different trainees' needs [7] [8] .
The final goal will acquire significant results from an add-on research through the construction and validation of impromptu questionnaires. Consequently, this research will not only be beneficial from the aspect of proposing an innovative system but furthermore will involve the construction of two very significant questionnaires which will be updated to provide satisfaction evaluation of edge e-learning systems. Future benefits will also involve security recognition systems for detecting probable human threats for nearby habitants or workers. Background: In the modern era of vast communication and information dissemination the need for radical security measures must be addressed. Specifically, as the Internet has a tremendous influence on people and especially on younger ones, new threats are added to existing ones such as the Blue Whale phenomenon [1] . The latter is continuously growing with the corresponding suicide rate to equally arise while being already beyond acceptable values. Especially in some countries the percentage is really high denoting that immediate confrontation is needed. Many solutions can be found but the most proper should be found in any means of electronic monitoring and intervention. In turn, this autonomous monitoring system will exhibit empathetic characteristics. This system will have the capability of working locally but can also be connected to every network in order to alert security services for quick on-site intervention. The hardware part of the system will contain wired and wireless sensor nodes which will conduct measurements from various points of the body, as well as from various peripheral devices that are close to it. The software part will include a database and a local application to store the information acquired by sensors. In turn, the feedback will be processed algorithmically based on significant principals of psychotherapy in order the system to influence the users through multimedia interaction (empathetic approach) for the sake of their mental health. Also, additional features will be available for the sake of their relaxation or their stimulation for carrying on their work. The proposed scheme is named as Standalone Empathetic Intelligent Monitoring System (SEIMoS) which is based on Freudian psychoanalysis.
Materials and methods:
This research has the purpose of investigating a viable solution towards the continuous clinical monitoring of people in order to act as precaution beneficial measure. By properly classifying the various stage procedures of SEIMoS such as its input information acquisition (by sensors) and the signal processing part, the system could be split into three major subsystems. The first subsystem includes all the sensory components, the second subsystem is directly related to the software innovative operation while the third subsystem is the algorithmic implementation of Freudian psychoanalysis into the software of the system. The latter enhances the system for exhibiting empathetic reactions in order to confront potential hazards such as imminent users' suicide attempts. A small but significant detail is that each subsystem has digital signal processors (DSPs) acting as an additional intermediate security firewall against network attacks. Albeit this adds more complexity to the system, it is a needed part for not compromising the health of the monitored subjects in any case of potential security violation. The first subsystem includes various sensors, located or integrated in the keyboard, mouse, monitor screen, desk, footrest, inside buttons, chair, and in the perimeter of the user's position. Additional supported sensors could be based on the body wireless sensors network (BWSN) technology [2] . Generally, these sensors will measure transpiration, pressure (diastolic and systolic), heartbeat, body temperature, and vibrations. Also, an integrated oximeter on a device such as a "mouse" could even provide other vital information. Furthermore, additional technologies will be part of this subsystem such as face recognition with high detail sensing for recognizing facial features like the movement of the eye's pupil (expansion or contraction), of the eyebrows or even lips' micro movements. Also, audio will be processed automatically regarding the spoken words and the voice quality relevant to potential disorders [3] . The second subsystem is the software system with the capability of combining different results for activating various procedures. One of the procedures could be the immediate self-adaptation of the system relevant to an imminent hazard. Then, the system could interact with the users in order to notify them or to "persuade" them to act differently. For example, if the users interact with "Blue Whale", then the system will adapt and start to show messages or advertisements with subconscious messages. These will help changing their mood and consequently to make them abort the "Blue Whale" procedure relevant to an imminent suicide. Also, the system could even control devices compliant to IoT (Internet of Things). E.g. If a sensor (mouse device) sends the information of increased moisture or transpiration, along with a probable rise of user's circumferential temperature then the air conditioning will be activated for adjusting the microclimate. Finally, the third subsystem is the heart of the proposed scheme as it acts based on Freudian Psychoanalysis which will be implemented as the decision maker into second subsystem. This theory claims that the pleasure principle drives a person towards the instinctive seeking of pleasure or death. This seeking is combined to the avoidance of pain for satisfying the biological and psychological needs. So, the system will constantly measure the satisfaction of the users and their psychological condition in order to identify if they experience pain (psychological or physical). Consequently, the id (type of the personality) of a user could be easily understood by the system when six values (10-scale) will have been measured.
These are the positive satisfaction (PS-seeking of pleasure), the negative satisfaction 1 (seeking of death-aggressive towards others), the negative satisfaction 2 (seeking of death-self aggressive), avoidance of pain 1 and 2 which exhibit positive or negative values respectively, and finally the estimation or the already known knowledge of clinical condition. Even if this condition is not known this is not a prohibitive factor for the system to conclude to an action towards the user. E.g. If a user exhibits positive satisfaction and at the same time a negative avoidance of pain then these measurements indicate a potential masochistic subject. Also, if a user is measured of having negative satisfaction and positive avoidance of pain then he is a not a potential victim of "Blue Whale". If the aforementioned six factors are implemented inside the third subsystem then the latter can understand the users' condition and accordingly to act empathetically for helping them to supersede various hazardous psychological or clinical emerged conditions. Results: This research will be carried out in at least three different places which would be inside typical buildings, inside a LEED building [4] and finally a building which shares elements from the previous two types of buildings. 150 people (men and women) will be split into three teams of 50 subjects. All the subjects should be analyzed prior to the use of SCL-90-R in order to determine if they are typical users [5] [6] [7] . Also, another impromptu questionnaire will be filled in for determining the type of a possible physical illness and for correlating the results of this category of subjects to possible system's unpredicted results.
After the procedure, all the subjects will be evaluated again with a new impromptu questionnaire based on the system's employed Freudian Psychoanalysis' factors. Then, statistical analysis will be conducted along with the goal of finding correlations between typical people having physical illnesses and various confronted conditions such as "Blue Whale" phenomenon. The anticipated tests will probably include cluster analysis along with Wilcoxon signed rank tests. In fact, a prediction would definitely be that typical population, having a physical illness and being in a negative avoidance of pain, would be candidate of heavy influence not only through Internet but also in real life.
Conclusions:
This study has two perspectives. One is the research towards creating an evolved interactive electronic system while the other prospective is to construct a new questionnaire which will be even used for monitoring purposes. Specifically, the Standalone Empathetic Intelligent Monitoring System aims to promote the decisions of every electronic interactive system to a higher intelligence level (with the support of sensory technology). The constant use will enhance this system as it will learn and adapt according to special conditions such as imminent suicides, deaths from other causes or even typical needs of a better micro climate inside a typical or a green house. The prototyping's anonymous results will be saved to a database in order to discover new factors of estimating the clinical condition of a person along with the evaluation of the results from the system's intervention to users' decisions. Another significant result would be the validation of a new questionnaire which will be further enhanced based on the feedback from the electronic prototype platform. This questionnaire based on Freudian Psychoanalysis will be a significant predictive tool in the hands of a clinician.
Background: Robots as well-known are complex machines constituted of artificial parts and digital logic structures. Two key points need special attention in order an artificial humanoid to be finely developed. Firstly, the artificial structure must resemble to a human not only in the figure but moreover in expressed movements accomplishing a body language very close to that of their owner while this artificial body should include sensors network (BWSN) technology [1] . Secondly, the artificial brain must exhibit seamless decisions and if needed quick responses taking into consideration an empathetic employed nature of behavior. The latter could be accomplished with the use of 5-stage iterative logic which guarantees the best possible result and a unique behavior even when compared between the same robot models. In this point of development all precautions must take into account that the artificial developed characters should conform to a significant standard. Their auto-development should not constitute an abuse towards their owner's safety and generally towards every other human's clinical condition. Additionally, a self-robot check is proposed based on SCL90-R questionnaire as soon as the artificial character will be fully-deployable.
Materials and methods:
This work is centered on five primal principles-stages. Iterative logic is employed in order the system to selfadapt to the best solution. The latter is accomplished by using soft approximation through various stages and finally a feedback loop to constantly monitor new apprehended data versus past decisions. In this way, the behavior of the robot is constantly changing in order to adapt to their owner's manners and behavior. The decision making is enhanced by using double precision 7-likert scale i.e. the grade of every estimation has two parts. One part is the 1-7 positive value relevant to what the owner wants while the other part (1-7 value) corresponds to how much empathetic behavior is exhibited by the robot. The later depends also to past conditions and it could take different values even when the first part has the same value. This means that the robot expresses their mood and consequently an artificial intelligence behavior which is accomplished by taking into consideration various conditions even the climate itself. The iterative empathetic behavior is consisted of five stages. The first stage is a comparator of the total score of current and past condition while the second is the estimation of the optical data. Then a new soft decision (third stage) uses the newly estimated optical data in conjunction to the audio evaluation of the environment. This denotes the necessity of always taking into consideration the environmental conditions along with the data from audiovisual sensing. The fourth part estimates the value of pressure in various body parts of the robot (3D perception of the environment). E.g. when a robot senses a lot of pressure (hit) while talking to a subject then this is estimated as a value of the anger towards their structure. The fifth part is more complicated as it uses a version of an impromptu questionnaire based on SCL-90-R clinical evaluation not only for the human but also for the structure itself. Then a feedback loop passes through a memory block which has stored the significant past conditions for comparing them to the current one (consisted of five likert scores) and in this way to produce a final Likert score (five parts) which then is guided back to the first stage. The output of the final decision is each time after fifth stage. Especially the memory block is very important as it utilizes the humans' logic of metamemory (a type of metacognition also known as Socratic awareness) in order to self-perceive and be guided by past knowledge and decisions. This is essential for developing a true robotic ability of Empathy.
Results: This research involves a total sample of 30 people (15 men and 15 women) in order to be conducted a preliminary test of reaction towards Advanced Emotional Signaling in Algorithmically Structured System (AESASS) inside typical and LEED buildings [2] . The latter is in fact a true empathetic robot exhibiting a self-acquired and not conventional or programmed behavior compared to other robotic structures. This behavior will be analyzed and tested when it is experienced by 30 people. Before the testing procedure, each subject will fill the SCL-90-R questionnaire for verifying that their psychological condition is among typical population. Also, the subjects should not exhibit any disorder even those related to voice [3, 4] . Also, Active-Empathetic Listening Scale (AELS) along with Toronto Empathy questionnaire will be used in this research in order to determine the empathetic level of each subject. After the robotic experience a new impromptu questionnaire will be administered for estimating the grade of satisfaction from the interaction with the robot. The evaluation will be conducted by using (if possible) ANNOVA between various unrelated features in order to determine how these could be related to the robot's feedback experience. Also, skewed variables will be checked and if possible Wilcoxon signed test along with Mann-Whitney U tests will be applied to the data set. Especially Kruskal-Wallis tests will be conducted as they are one of the best statistical procedures for manipulating small samples. Then cluster analysis should exhibit important results. This will help grouping objects for better analyzing the behavior and estimation of the subjects relevant to the robotic experience.
Conclusions: This work involves the construction and estimation of a robotic structure which will employ advanced empathetic logic and self-awareness with the use of an internal robotic SCL-90-R version. This version will help towards the proper self-analysis of the robot and thus will give the capability of its application to other robotic systems. Moreover, the new impromptu satisfaction questionnaire will be an important new estimator of the robotic behavior of various systems and structures. It is expected that the subjects will be keen to a robotic structure but they will be very susceptible to a structure exhibiting Empathy and not an artificial Behavior. Other future benefits will involve the recording of this satisfaction in conjunction to time, while robotic technology will keep on moving forward. If the scores increase radically from a time point and then, this will declare an even higher robotic evolution.
Background:
Reading abilities in women seem to alter as age progresses and as cultural framework changes. Estrogen related changes also appear to contribute in reading abilities. Moreover, research shows that analphabetism affects women more than men which results in literacy difficulties. However, it is important to determine how different ages perceive their reading abilities as such data can prove useful to clinicians. In this study, we attempted to create evidenced based data for the self-perceived levels of reading abilities for typical Greek women using Adults Reading Questionnaire. Materials and methods: 308 typical female literate adults aged from 18 to 85 years old (Μ = 44.25, SD = 13.526) participated in this study. The sample's education varied in years. The validated Greek version of ARQ questionnaire was administered in order to self-evaluate their reading abilities.
Results:
The study showed statistical significant discrepancies between age groups. Significant differences were reported for ARQ total score [H95) = 15.745, p < 0.050] as well for specific questions [question 1-question 5, question 10-question 11 and question14 (p < 0.050)]. The worst scoring was observed for the age group of 70 plus.
Conclusions:
The results exposed significant contributes of the age factor in the formation of the scores. As expected, older individuals scored higher that younger subjects in most of the questions as in other questionnaires [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . From this, we can conclude that women of older ages face greater difficulties during reading, maybe due to natural aging or undetected disorders. , Spyridon K. Chronopoulos 5, 6 , Dionysios Tafiadis   1   1 Conclusions: The effect of age might not be a significant parameter to be taken into account during self-assessment of speech abilities for typical females. Overall, the awareness of co-ordination difficulties seems to be present mostly as age progresses as in other researches [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , but more research is needed for different type of populations such as those of pathological type.
Ethics Approval: The study was approved by the Ethical Committee of Department of Speech Language Therapy (School of Health and Welfare Professions) TEI of Epirus. Consent to publish: Informed consent to publish has been obtained from each participant.
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Using data analysis for the estimation of the self-perceived levels of speech coordination for typical Greek female adults: evidence based data for adult developmental co-ordination disorders/ dyspraxia checklist Anna Alexandropoulou 1 , Evangelia I. Kosma 2, 3 , Louiza Voniati 4 , Spyridon K. Chronopoulos 5, 6 , Dionysios Tafiadis   1   1 Background: Coordination of speech musculature is strongly associated with neurological dis-orders also resulting from natural aging. Whichever is the cause, an important part of the assessment is the use of self-reported tools [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] to determine the patient's needs and requests. One is the Adult Developmental Co-ordination Disorders/Dyspraxia Checklist (ADC). Purpose of this study was to find how females perceived their co-ordination difficulties-abilities using ADC and how this perception differed through adult lifespan.
Materials and methods:
The validated Greek version of ADC (a 39-items list) was used for this study. It was administered to 235 typical Greek females from 20 till 84 years of age (Μ = 49.43, SD = 17.800) to self-assess their motor functioning. The translation of the questionnaire was carried out in accordance with the minimum translation criteria. Results: Statistical analysis revealed significant differences between all age subgroups for ARQ's total score [H(5) = 22.438, p = 0.000]. Specifically, differences were found in question 1, question 3, question 5, question 6, question 10, question 11 and question13 (p < 0.050). The higher scoring was recorded from the eldest age group (70+) in contrast to the rest age groups. Conclusions: In conclusion, age seems to be a significant parameter in order to be taken into account during self-assessment of reading abilities. Elder individuals scored higher compared to younger participants which this may be due to their lesser years of study rate than elderly Greek population. Consequently, more in-depth research must be conducted since studies showed that literacy difficulties share common causality with mental disorders and thus their timely evaluation is of great importance. Background: Most studies about mood disorders during the perinatal period have focused almost exclusively on typical depression [1] . Less attention has been paid to the mixed symptoms. There is a significant subpopulation of patients during pregnancy and postpartum period with depressive symptoms who has been classified as non-responder to first-line antidepressant treatments [2] . They get nervous, irritable, demanding, with psychic agitation and racing thoughts. When these symptoms are misdiagnosed, treatment will probably not be optimal for that woman with possible severe consequences. Many studies in the literature now confirm that the use of antidepressants in this patients could result in an emergence of manic or mixed symptoms and a higher risk of suicide [3] . The diagnostic evaluation of women with peripartum depression should include questions on mixed symptoms. Early recognition and clinical diagnosis of peripartum mixed depression is an important prerequisite to offer to these patients an adequate treatment and to prevent the negative impact on their children's development. The primary aim of this study was to detect mixed symptoms among peripartum mood episodes. The secondary aim was to evaluate the performance of the KMDRS a new scale [4] in a sample of women during peripartum period.
Materials and Methods:
The study includes 60 women with a new episode during pregnancy or at least within 12 months postpartum evaluated by the Center for Prevention and Treatment of Women's Mental Health at Sant'Andrea Hospital of Rome. Patients were evaluated by The Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS), the Hamilton Rating Scale For Anxiety (HAM-A), the Hamilton Rating Scale For Depression (HAM-D), the Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS), the Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS), the Clinical Global Impression (CGI) and The Koukopoulos Mixed Depression Rating Scale (KMDRS). Results: Mixed symptoms were clinically evaluated as present in 20 patients (33.4%) whereas were absent in 40 patients. Women with mixed symptoms had significantly higher KMDRS mean scores (p = 0.005). BPRS mean scores were significantly higher in women with mixed symptoms than in women without mixed symptoms (p = 0.000). Women with mixed symptoms had almost significant higher CGI severity than women without mixed symptoms (p = 0.006). Seven of the 14 items of the KMDRS had significant higher mean scores within patients with peripartum mixed symptoms compared with patients without peripartum mixed symptoms. Significant items were Emotional Lability (p = 0.040), Subjective Feelings of Irritability (p = 0.002), Overt Expression of Irritability (p = 0.001), Racing or Crowded Thoughts (p = 0.001), Inner Tension (p = 0.035), Suicidal Impulsiveness (p = 0.007) and Sexuality (p = 0.015) Limitations: We use the "mixed symptoms" definition not according to DSM-5 mixed depression criteria, but according to the criteria for mixed depression proposed by Koukopoulos and collaborators [5] Conclusions: The KMDRS was the only scale able to detect mixed symptoms. Women with mixed symptoms had higher CGI and BPRS scores which could mean that mixed depression was a more severe type of depression among our sample. Most of the symptoms characterizing those women with peripartum mixed episodes would have been excluded by the DSM-5 definition. We found the Koukopoulos Mixed Depression Rating Scale a very helpful tool among our peripartum patients to detect mixed depressions and better address management decisions. Background: Several studies have recently observed the efficacy of mindfulness practices in individuals' psychophysical well-being and stress management [1] . Mindfulness suggested by traditional approaches are based on the acceptance of one's own mental states and require individual constant commitment and an intense exercise, which usually inhibit beginners. Whereas research have shown the usefulness of body-sensing devices, that are able to control and provide a feedback on meditation progress, in reducing the negative impact of traditional approaches demand [2, 3] . So, the potential effects of a mindfulness intervention, supported by using a wearable device, were investigated considering results on stress management and subjective well-being evaluation. Materials and Method: A 4-week mindfulness intervention consisting of daily sessions was tested on forty participants, divided randomly into an active control and experimental group. Experimental group participants were asked to perform daily mindfulness practices supported by the use of a wearable device with an embedded EEG recording system. To evaluate the mindfulness practice effects, physiological and subjective stress-related markers were collected before and after intervention. Results: Results highlighted the efficacy of mindfulness intervention on stress levels decrease for the experimental group participants compared to controls. Specifically, an improvement in physiological markers and parasympathetic activity (standard deviation of inter-beat intervals) was observed during resting-state condition and cognitive stressful performance. Conclusions: These findings suggested the efficacy of an intensive technology-mediated mindfulness intervention in the enhancement of subjective well-being and in stress management, demonstrated by a decrease of anxiety and an increased control on stressful events.
Ethics Approval: This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Department of Psychology of the Catholic University of the Sacred Heart of Milan, Italy. Consent to publish: Written informed consent for publication was obtained from all participants. Background: Although, the presence of one or more additional diseases or disorders are widely known for alcohol dependence, the comorbidity profile of alcohol dependent women is not examined so far in detail. The aim of this study is to examine which are the most prevalent comorbidities in a sample of alcohol dependent women in Southern Bulgaria. Method: Fifty-three women with a diagnosis of alcohol dependence (M age = 43.84, SD age = 9.48; M years ofeducation = 15.11, SD years of education = 3.21; M years of addiction 12, SD years of addiction = 3.56) were examined with the Bulgarian version of the Lesch Alcoholism Typology − Questionnaire (LAT), while data were collected for their physical and mental comorbidities during their examination and therapy sessions at the Municipal Council on Drug Addiction in Blagoevgrad. Results: Descriptive statistics showed physical comorbidity of alcohol dependence with gastrointestinal diseases 43.39% (N = 23), and comorbidity of alcoholism and psychiatric disorders such as mood disorders 15.09% (Ν = 8) and parallel other than alcohol substance abuse 13.20% (N = 7). The rates of comorbidity (or dual diagnosis) with affective disorders is much more common compared to the results in foreign studies or the comorbidity data regarding other diseases in women. Conclusions: According to the above results, women with alcohol dependence have high rates of comorbidities and do experience a wide range of comorbid diseases, thus making the therapy process a complicated and multi-faceted procedure. Interestingly, alcohol dependence is more prevalent in anxious and/or depressed persons. Ethics approval: The study was approved by Municipal Council on Drug Addiction in Blagoevgrad Ethics Board.
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Fake news: is it a social phenomenon based on neuropsychologically determined self-or other-deceptive mechanisms? Some thoughts based on insight and self-awareness' areas Orestis Giotakos Obrela, 2 Erifilis, 11634 Athens, Greece Correspondence: Orestis Giotakos -info@obrela.gr
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Fake news is intentionally misleading and deceptive news that is written and published with the intent to damage an entity or a person. Fake news is a type of yellow journalism that consists of deliberate misinformation or hoaxes spread via traditional print or online social media. They may contain false, misleading, imposter, manipulated or fabricated content. In neuropsychiatry, the concept of self-or other-deception is defined as the eclectic and self-motivated absence of understanding of material that is psychologically comprehensible. It has been theorized as a deviant expansion of insight or self-awareness. The following process describe the phenomenon of self-deception: (a) the person has two mental contents, that are conflicting when expressed as propositions, (b) these two mental contents occur simultaneously, (c) the person is not aware of one of the two mental contents, (d) the process that defines which mental content is subject to awareness depends on the individual's motivation [1] . Multiple neuropsychological theories of awareness emphasize the role of an error-monitoring system, which is primarily linked with the hippocampal system, while other brain areas involved are the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, the supplementary motor area and the anterior cingulate gyrus [2] . People with high levels of self-deception simply deny or minimize their perception of symptoms, negating the presence of symptoms primarily to themselves. This absence of denial could be conceptualized as a form of depressive realism. Conversely, good insight can be viewed as an example of "depressive realism". Higher levels of self-deception are associated with less or less severe symptoms of depression. The phenomenon of self-awareness in affective disorders can be viewed on a continuum, with severe depression occupying one end, followed by mildly depressed patients with low levels of self-deception (the so-called depressive realism), and in the other end of the spectrum a group of healthy individuals with high levels of self-deception. Interestingly, this continuum seems to be independent of the psychotic process [1, 3] . In conclusion, self-deception process may have a protective role against depression, since patients with poor insight manifest less depressive symptoms, while depression on its own may reduce mechanisms of self-deception. We may suggest that underlined neuropsychological processes, probably based on biologically determined self-or otherdeceptive mechanisms, could serve in the development, and even the conservation, of at least some of the social behaviors related to the fake news phenomenon. Background: Several studies have described -among other nonmotor symptoms in Parkinson's Disease (PD)-Impulse Control Disorder symptomatology. The aim of the present study is to explore the prevalence of these symptoms in a large cohort of patients. Materials and Methods: This is a retrospective study. The original patient pool consists of 861 PD patients examined at the Specialized Movement Disorders outpatient clinic of the First Neurology Department of the National and Kapodistrian University at Eginition Hospital. A case-by-case investigation was performed to identify patients with non-motor symptoms, which were then classified in several categories. Comorbidity with other neurological and previous psychiatric disorders, or limited number of visits were considered as exclusion criteria. This study has been approved by the Eginition Hospital Ethics Committee. Results: One hundred and four were identified with at least one ICD, out of which 31 manifested more than one ICDs. The most frequent ICD (64 patients) was food-related (binge eating). Thirty patients demonstrated compulsive buying, 23 patients exhibited gambling behavior, and 14 patients manifested hypersexuality. Conclusions: ICDs are shown to be common among a subgroup of PD patients demonstrating non-motor, psychiatric symptomatology. Such symptoms may affect the patients' course (for example, patients' compliance to treatment and overall co-operation). Relationships between ICD symptomatology, clinical and demographic variables, as well as type and duration of pharmacological treatment, are also discussed. Clinical trials demonstrated that ketamine exhibits rapid antidepressant efficacy when administered in subanesthetic dosages. We reviewed currently available literature investigating efficacy, response rates and safety profile. Twelve clinical trials investigating unipolar depressed patients were included after systematic literature search. Additionally literature in bipolar patients was reviewed. Antidepressant response rates on primary outcome measures after 24 h were 61% (average) The average reduction of Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HDRS) was 10.9 points, Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) 15.7 points and Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS) 20.8 points. Ketamine was always superior to placebo. Most common side effects were dizziness, blurred vision, restlessness, nausea/vomiting and headache, which were all reversible. Relapse rates ranged between 60% and 92%. Based on these findings, a consent-form for clinical application and modification in local language is included as supplementary material. Ketamine constitutes a novel, rapid and efficacious treatment option for patients suffering from treatment-resistant depression and exhibits a rapid and significant anti-suicidal effect. New administration routes might serve as alternative to intravenous regimes for potential usage in outpatient settings. However, limited duration of treatment response with high relapse rates within the first month after treatment demand for developments to prolong ketamine's efficacy. Background: There is a significant lack of effective treatment strategies for bipolar depression (BDE) [1] . While the efficacy of repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) in major depression disorder (MDD) is well established [2] , there is a substantially less evidence supporting its efficacy in BDE [3] . Based on imaging studies [4] , stimulation sites routinely used in MDD, specifically left and right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) might not be the best choice for BDE. Instead, the ventrolateral PFC (VLPFC) abnormalities have been found frequently in patients with BDE. Background: From classical antiquity, melancholia was described in various forms, many of which would today be considered mixed affective states (as Hippocrates (460-377 A.C), Aretaeus of Cappadocia in the 1st century AD, Ibn Imran in the 10th century AD) [1] . Also the classical authors in modern western phychiatry, until the end of the nineteenth century continued to replicate these ancient truths (as JCA. Heinroth, B. Rush, W. Griesinger, JP. Falret, J. Baillarger, F. Richarz, E. Kraepelin, W. Weygandt) [2] . On the contrary the DSM system, since the first edition in 1952, has placed mixed features in a peripheral position making it difficult for clinicians to diagnose mixed depressive states and having an enormous impact on therapeutic approaches. In a series of papers by our group we have presented the hypothesis that the DSM-5 criteria for mixed depression have poor clinical utility and suggest that an alternative set of symptoms could be adopted to make the diagnosis of mixed depression possible [3] . Athanasios Koukopoulos published criteria for Mixed Depression (MxD) which encompass clinical pictures characterized by marked psychomotor or inner excitation and rage/anger, along with severe depression [4] . The KMDRS is the first rating scale specifically designed to assess MxD. It was developed in order to enable clinicians and research investigators to collect data assessing the presence and severity of symptoms of excitatory or mixed nature in individuals diagnosed as suffering from a Major Depressive Episode (MDE) according to the DSM-IV criteria. It is comprised of 14 items, designed to be administered by a trained clinician, and was recently validated [5] . Methods: 350 patients from the international mood network (IMN) completed three rating scales: the KMDRS, MontgomeryAsberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS) and Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS). KMDRS' psychometric properties assessed included Cronbach's alpha, inter-rater reliability, factor analysis, predictive validity, and Receiver Operator Curve analysis. Results: Internal consistency (Cronbach's alpha = 0.76; 95% CI 0.57, 0.94) and interrater reliability (kappa = 0.73) were adequate. Confirmatory factor analysis identified 2 components: anger and psychomotor excitation (80% of total variance). Good predictive validity was seen (C-statistic = 0.82). Severity cut-off scores identified were as follows: no (0-4), possible (5-9), mild (10-15), moderate (16-20) and severe (> 21) MxD. Limitations: Non DSM-based diagnosis of MxD may pose some difficulties in the initial use and interpretation of the scoring of the scale. Moreover, the cross-sectional nature of the evaluation does not verify the long-term stability of the scale. Conclusions: KMDRS was a reliable and valid instrument to assess MxD symptoms.
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The experimental process (materials, steps and reason for conducting each sub-process) that was carried out to conduct the research is mentioned below. In particular, the cell-splitting process is carried out to stabilize and normalize the growth rate of cells when their density in the flask reaches approximately 70%-100%. Moreover, the process of clotting the cells into 100 Petri dishes, which targets both the counting of cells and the procedure of the effect of Vitamin D on PC-12 cells, is reported. Then, the procedure of "pickling" the cells that have undergone the above effect is performed so that they are placed in small falcons to effect the extraction of RNA from the cells. This process aims to extract the mRNA from the genes expressed in our cells in order to synthesize the cDNA and perform quantitative analysis of gene expression via realtime PCR. However, in between the procedures of RNA extractions and cDNA synthesis, NanoDrop quality control has been mediated to help us understand whether RNA extraction has been substantiated as it gives us information about the concentration of mRNA in each of the falcons used (information very important to determine, as well, the amounts of water we need in cDNA synthesis). We also mention the reason why we chose real-time PCR procedure, the characteristics of this reaction, and the steps taken to complete the process. Finally, the expressions of the four genes is presented quantitatively, (at all the concentrations of vitamin D used in the effects) as well as the photographic material from the electronic microscopes of the affected cells (at the various concentrations and in different zooming enchantments) so that we have both quantitative results as well as morphological, developmental and popliteal information for these cells.
Vitamin D is the key ingredient of the effects on the experimental procedures we described above. For that reason we first mention its peculiarities, with particular emphasis on the crucial role it plays in brain development as well as the onset of disorders, possibly due to its lack. In addition, the properties and characteristics that have been a key determinant of PC-12 cell line are highlighted. Plus, the genes studied in this procedure (COMT, MAO-a, MAO-b, ALDH1A1) are described. The results are in accordance with the current literature. Genes have their optimum expression in the normal concentrations of Vitamin D, which also seems to promote PC-12 differentiation. However modest the results of this experiment might be there are interesting especially for clinicians who might acquire deeper knowledge for the role of Vitamin D in dopamine metabolism.
It is also to our view quite satisfactory the fact that there was fruitful collaboration between the Department of Medicine and the Department of Molecular Biology and Genetics within the context of School of Medical Sciences of Democritus University of Thrace. This collaboration can work as pilot collaboration that can lead to further joint research work we beneficiary effects for all the involved parties. Background: Many authors clearly described mixed states well before Kraepelin. Kraepelin conceptualized and described mixed states in a systematic way. In conceiving the manic-depressive mixed states, Kraepelin started from the excitement or depression of the three domains of psychic life: the intellect (train of thought rather than its contents), mood, and volition, expressed in psychomotor activity. He made them the cornerstone of the manic-depressive entity [1] Methods: An extensive historical search for mixed depression was performed. Furthermore, a systematic review of the papers used by DSM-5 as reference papers, and a PubMed search were performed. Results: Interest in mixed states was waning by the 1920s. The American Psychiatry Association, through the DSM system, placed the mixed states in a peripheral position. Now the DSM-5 proposed the "mixed features" which could be applied to either major depressive disorder or bipolar disorder. This is certainly a good position. The problem is that the so called overlapping symptoms, i.e. those symptoms that can be present both in depressive and (hypo)manic episodes, are, by definition, excluded from the mixed features [2] . In recent years, a growing number of psychiatrists have expressed disenchantment with the official view. In fact, symptoms like psychic and motor agitation, racing or crowded thoughts, irritability or unprovoked feelings of rage, talkativeness, mood lability and insomnia are clearly symptoms of nervous excitability and they constitute the essence of the mixed affective episode. Alternative diagnostic criteria have been proposed [3] .Their exclusion, based on a theoretical choice and not on clear clinical evidence, makes the diagnosis of these patients difficult leading the clinicians to inadequate treatments. A specific scale to help clinicians and researchers to better diagnose mixed depression have been created [4] . The adverse response of these states to antidepressant drugs, above all the increase of agitation and of suicidality, makes a clear distinction between simple and mixed depression necessary and urgent. The suicidality induced by antidepressants is related to manifest or latent agitation. Latent agitated depression will be introduced. In mixed depression, treatment should initiate with anti-psychotics, anti-epileptics, usually at low doses preferably according to dose serum [5, 6] lithium and benzodiazepines and when agitation has subsided, and if simple depression persists, antidepressants may be used cautiously. Electroconvulsive therapy is very effective throughout the course of agitated depression [1] . Limitation: This presentation carries the limitation of a conceptual review. Conclusions: In our clinical practice, we have seen the 3rd and 4th criteria (namely, more talkative than usual or pressure to keep talking, and flight of ideas or subjective experience that thoughts are racing) frequently in mixed depression, but the other five criteria are extremely rare, if ever present. On this topic of mixed features, DSM-5 is taking the psychiatric world down a path of less and less scientific evidence, and in this paper, we plan to show how this is the case, and how wrong the above definition is, and how harmful it will be to those unfortunate people who suffer from the mixed depression that DSMs III through 5 have refused to see.
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Instrumental registration of specific oculomotor biomarkers in patients with schizophrenia Kalin Stoynov, Toni Donchev Background: There are uncertainties in etiological and pathophysiological aspects of schizophrenia leading to limitations in the early diagnosis and treatment. A study approach towards the endophenotypes provides limited biological markers as a gene expression of certain disorder rather than the clinical phenotype [1] . Endophenotypes are measurable components, invisible to the bare eye, located between the visible manifestations and the genotype and appear to be an important concept in the study of complex neuropsychiatric disorders [1] . Dysfunction of the smooth pursuit eye movements of objects has long been connected with schizophrenia [2] . Materials and methods: In this study the investigated subjects are divided into two groups. The first consists of 107 patients with schizophrenia and the second one is a control group of 110 healthy subjects. An instrumental method for registration of smooth pursuit eye movements was used. One of the device modules includes detection of horizontal eye movements characteristics-frequencies measured in Hz. Results: In this prospective study the eye movements of investigated groups are compared by the average frequencies, detected by device during the first 30 s of the smooth pursuit. It was found out the average frequency in the group of schizophrenic patients was 2.013 Hz. In comparison 0.771 Hz was the average frequency measured in the control group subjects. Conclusions: There is a significant difference between the two studied groups. The relationship between the registered changes in smooth pursuit eye movements and schizophrenia is evident-2.6 times higher average frequency which could be considered as a reliable biomarker in schizophrenic patients.
Background:
Cluttering is a fluency disorder characterized by an abnormally rapid rate. Several studies about its diagnosis were conducted based on different processes, such as articulation's and phonological assessments and/or collection of spontaneous speech samples. Standardized diagnostic tools had not been proposed till Davis et al. suggested the "Predictive Cluttering Inventory (PCI)" as a self-perceived questionnaire for adults. The purpose of this study is to validate PCI in typical Greek adult population. Materials and methods: The translated version of PCI was administrated in 361 typical adults (180 male and 181 female) aged from 18 το 87 years of age (M = 49.10, SD = 18.60). The questionnaire was adjusted to Greek language according to the minimum translation criteria. Results: No statistical significant differences were observed between male and female on PCI's total score (U = 16264.500, NS) and its four domains. On the contrary, statistical significant differences was calculated for PCI total score for all age subgroups (Η = 58.692, p = .000). Furthermore, the averages scores of the younger aged subgroups had lower scores in comparison to the averages scores of older aged ones. PCI questionnaire had high internal consistency (Reliability Coefficients 33 items Alpha = .972). Conclusions: PCI questionnaire appears to be proper for standardization to adults with cluttering in its current form. It also discriminated well how adults of all ages understood the characteristics of this fluency disorder. Further research must be conducted for processing more evidenced based data and clinical use as in other disorders [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] for mental health professionals.
Background: Fluency disorders affects 1% of the population and over 3 million people in the United States. Cluttering is a disorder characterized by a rapid rate of speech that may appear as non-proper erratic pronunciation. Many guidelines were suggested for the evaluation of cluttering to the literature and one diagnostic procedure is the use of self-perceived questionnaires. A self-reported questionnaire for adults cluttering is the "Predictive Cluttering Inventory'' . The aim of this study was to obtain evident based information in typical female population about cluttering using PCI. Materials and methods: The Greek version of PCI was fulfilled by 181 typical women. Participants that had a history of medical conditions or factors that affected the administration procedures were excluded. The sample had a mean age of M = 49.09 (SD = 18.746) and was split into 6 age subgroups (18-30 to 70+).
Results:
The study has shown statistically significant differences regarding all age groups for PCI's total score [Η(5) = 42.672, p = .000]. Similarly, statistically significant differences were calculated between 18 and 30 age subgroup and all the other age spectrum: 30-40 (U = 228.000, p = .001), 40-50 (U = 301.000, p < .050), 50-60 (U = 142.000, p = .000), 60-70 (U = 132.000, p = .000) and 70 plus (U = 106.000, p = .000). Differences were noticed also between some age groups. Conclusions: Young female population differs to a great extent from the middle-aged and elderly women relevant to understanding cluttering and its characteristics as in other disorders [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . In conclusion, women from and after the middle 30 s seem to have a similar way to face cluttering and its characteristics.
Results: All the participants completed the AQ questionnaire. The reliability of the AQ questionnaire was satisfactory in its Greek translation with Cronbach Alpha being equal to 0.707. The internal coherence was also strong. The analysis of the results showed that differences in the answers existed between males and females to specific questions but not in the total score. It is notable that males present a higher score to their answers than women do. Also, analysis showed remarkable differences to the answers in specific questions between the age groups as well as to the total score. Conclusions: AQ is a questionnaire which can be used as a tool for the detection of autism spectrum disorders. It can provide important information about the social interaction and communication deficits faced by an individual with an average IQ level. The Greek translation of the questionnaire was rated as satisfactory. Nevertheless, further research would be useful for the validation of the AQ in Greek language and for the detection of the age and gender differences from the answers.
